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Introduction
Due to smallness of microfluidic devices, flows are gener-
ally laminar, and inducing turbulence to enhance mixing is
impossible. Chaotic mixing can be achieved by modifying
the channel geometry to generate helical motions via surface
patterning-a wall with small grooves oriented at oblique an-
gles (Fig. 1). Since these patternings only provide stretching,
we embedded barriers in a specified way (Fig. 1) to achieve
both stretching and folding to mimic bakers transformation.
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Figure 1 (a) Barrier embedded micromixer (BEM), (b) Schematics of
the four mixing protocols P1, P2, P3 and P4 [1].

Objective
To design a barrier embedded micromixer (BEM) for maxi-
mum mixing performance via periodic and aperiodic combi-
nation of protocols (Fig. 1 (b)).

Methods
We apply a mapping method to calculate a distribution ma-
trices for each protocol P1, P2, P3, P4 (Fig. 1). To compute
the mapping matrices, the initial cross-section is subdivided
into large number of identical sub-domains and thenK mark-
ers inside all cells are followed (Fig. 2) yielding the distribu-
tion matrices. By combining different matrices in periodic
and aperiodic way, mixing is evaluated in various designs of
BEMs.

Figure 2 Illustration of how to compute the mapping
matrices[2,3].

Results
We study the concentration evolution (Fig. 3) of four periodic
sequences composed of a repeating unit, which are defined
as:
P12: 121212 · · ·121212,
P34: 343434 · · ·343434,
P32: 323232 · · ·323232,
P42: 424242 · · ·424242.
Instead of generating totally random sequences, we adopted
a technique to create aperiodic seqeunce such that at a given
mixing protocol the next protocol is chosen to give the best
mixing state among the four candidates. The optimal aperi-
odic sequence obtained is:
AP: 323232323323323312322223331222.
To compare the superiority among the designedmicromixers,
we used intensity of segregation (Fig. 4).
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Figure 3 Evolution of mixing patterns at positions, z = 4, 10, 20 and
30L, for periodic sequences (a) P12, (b) P34, (c) P32 and (d) P42.
The axial position z scaled by the length of one mixing protocol L.
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Figure 4 Comparison of mixing quality of periodic sequences and
aperiodic sequence.

Conclusions
Periodic sequences can provide good mixing, however prop-
erly designed aperiodic seqence achieves optimal mixing.
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